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ABSTRACT
Monolithic source code repositories (repos) are used by several large tech companies, but little is known about their
advantages or disadvantages compared to multiple per-project
repos. This paper investigates the relative tradeoffs by utilizing a mixed-methods approach. Our primary contribution is a
survey of engineers who have experience with both monolithic
repos and multiple, per-project repos. This paper also backs
up the claims made by these engineers with a large-scale analysis of developer tool logs. Our study finds that the visibility
of the codebase is a significant advantage of a monolithic repo:
it enables engineers to discover APIs to reuse, find examples
for using an API, and automatically have dependent code
updated as an API migrates to a new version. Engineers
also appreciate the centralization of dependency management
in the repo. In contrast, multiple-repository (multi-repo)
systems afford engineers more flexibility to select their own
toolchains and provide significant access control and stability
benefits. In both cases, the related tooling is also a significant
factor; engineers favor particular tools and are drawn to repo
management systems that support their desired toolchain.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software configuration management and version control systems;
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INTRODUCTION

Companies today are producing more source code than ever
before. Given the increasingly large codebases involved, it
is worth examining the software engineering experience provided by the various approaches for source code management.
Large companies with multiple products typically have many
internal libraries and frameworks, and a vast number of dependencies between projects from entirely separate parts of
∗
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the organization. Successfully organizing these dependencies
and frameworks is crucial for development velocity.
One approach to scaling development practices is the
monolithic repo, a model of source code organization where
engineers have broad access to source code, a shared set
of tooling, and a single set of common dependencies. This
standardization and level of access is enabled by having a
single, shared repo that stores the source code for all the
projects in an organization. Several large software companies
have already moved to this organizational model, including
Facebook, Google, and Microsoft [10, 12, 17, 21]; however,
there is little research addressing the possible advantages
or disadvantages of such a model. Does broad access to
source code let software engineers better understand APIs
and libraries, or overwhelm engineers with use cases that
aren’t theirs? Do projects benefit from shared dependency
versioning, or would engineers prefer more stability for their
dependencies? How often do engineers take advantage of
the workflows that monolithic repos enable? Do engineers
prefer having consistent, shared toolchains or the flexibility
of selecting a toolchain for their project?
In this paper, we investigate the experience of engineers
working within a monolithic repo and the tradeoffs between
using a monolithic repo and a multi-repo codebase. Specifically, this paper seeks to answer two research questions:
(1) What do developers perceive as the benefits and
drawbacks to working in a monolithic versus multirepo environment?
(2) To what extent do developers make use of the unique
advantages that monolithic repos provide?
To answer these questions, we ran a mixed-methods case
study within a single company with a monolithic repo. We
surveyed software engineers to understand their perceptions
about working in monolithic repos. For engineers that also
had experience working in multi-repo systems, we asked
further questions to understand the benefits of each and why
they might prefer one model over another. We also analyzed
the logs from developer tools to study the extent to which
engineers utilize their ability to view and edit all of the code
in the codebase. We examined how often engineers view and
edit code far afield from their team and organization, and we
examined whether these views are simply to popular APIs.
Our survey results show that engineers at Google strongly
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prefer our monolithic repo, and that visibility of the codebase and simple dependency management were the primary
factors for this preference. Engineers also cite as important
the ability to find example uses of API and the ability to
automatically receive API updates. Logs data confirms that
engineers do take advantage of both the visibility of the codebase and the ability to edit code from other teams. Contrary
to expectations, viewing popular APIs was not the primary
reason engineers view code outside of their team; this provides
further [18] evidence that viewing code to find examples of
using an API is important, possibly more so than viewing
the implementation of the API.
We also discovered many interesting tradeoffs between
using monolithic and multi-repo codebases; they each had
benefits that were not possible in the other system. One
such tradeoff was around dependencies. Engineers note that
a primary benefit of multi-repo codebases is the ability to
maintain stable, versioned dependencies. This is particularly
interesting because it is in direct contrast to two of the primary benefits of a monolithic repo: ease of both dependency
management and of receiving API updates. Another tradeoff
appeared around flexibility of the toolchain. Engineers who
prefer multiple repos also prefer the freedom and flexibility
to select their own toolchain. Interestingly, the forced consistency of a monolithic repo was also cited as a benefit of
monolithic repos.
Finally, we saw evidence that for some engineers, the development tools were more important than the style of repo.
Engineers called out favored development tools by name as a
reason to use one repo over another, even though in theory,
these tools could be available for any type of repo.

2

MONOLITHIC REPOSITORIES

For purposes of this paper, we define a monolithic source
repo to have several properties:
(1) Centralization: The codebase is contained in a
single repo encompassing multiple projects.
(2) Visibility: Code is viewable and searchable by all
engineers in the organization.
(3) Synchronization: The development process is trunkbased; engineers commit to the head of the repo.
(4) Completeness: Any project in the repo can be
built only from dependencies also checked into the
repo. Dependencies are unversioned; projects must
use whatever version of their dependency is at the
repo head.
(5) Standardization: A shared set of tooling governs
how engineers interact with the code, including building, testing, browsing, and reviewing code.
This definition is consistent with [21] and [29]. 1
At the other extreme, a multi-repo system is one where
code is separated by project. Notice that in a multi-repo
Notice that there is a difference between a monolithic repo and a monolithic architecture. Linux is an example of a monolithic architecture,
but it is not an example of a monolithic repo. Google’s codebase is the
opposite; it is a monolithic codebase but not a monolithic architecture.
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system, it may still be true that code is viewable by all
engineers, as is the case for open-source projects on GitHub
or BitBucket. In theory, a multi-repo system could also have
a shared set of developer tools; in practice this is rare as
there is no enforcement for this to happen across repos. In a
multi-repo setup, commits are not to a single head, so version
skew and diamond dependencies (where each project may
depend on a different version of a library) do occur.
At Google, almost all code exists in a single large, central repo, in which almost all code2 is visible to almost all
engineers. The repo is used by over 20,000 engineers and
contains over 2 billion lines of code. All engineers that work
in this monolithic repo use a shared set of tools, including a
single build system, common testing infrastructure, a single
code browsing tool, a single code review tool, and a custom
source control system. The build system depends on compilers that are also checked into the codebase; this allows
a centralized tooling team to update the compiler version
across the company.
While engineers can view and edit nearly the entire codebase, all code is committed only after the approval of a code
owner. Code ownership is path-based, and directory owners
implicitly own all subdirectories as well. Engineers are limited
to using a small set of programming languages, and there is
a tool-enforced style for each language.

3

METHODOLOGY

To understand how engineers perceive the advantages and
disadvantages of a monolithic repo, we surveyed a sample of
engineers at Google. Rather than only measuring engineer
satisfaction with the monolithic repo, we asked them to
compare Google’s monolithic repo to their prior experiences
with other repo systems and to one hypothetical example.
The goal was to identify the relative tradeoffs between a
monolithic repo and multi-repos.
We also took advantage of our ability to log engineers’
interactions with the codebase. Our common developer tools
allow us to instrument not only commits to the codebase,
but also file views. We used these logs to confirm some of the
survey responses by showing that engineers not only say they
take advantage of the visibility they get from a monolithic
repo, but actively utilize this benefit.

3.1

Assumptions

We had several assumptions based on prior internal surveys
and interviews about developer tools.
First, we expected our developer tools to be a major contributor to why engineers prefer our codebase. The internal
tools regularly receive exceptionally high satisfaction ratings
in surveys and interviews. This is a potential source of bias if
we ask about satisfaction with our codebase, and we wished
to separate satisfaction with the tools from satisfaction with
the general concept of a monolithic repo. To mitigate this,
we asked a question in the survey that attempts to hold the
developer tooling stable for a comparison.
2

The primary exceptions are Chrome and Android.
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Second, we expected visibility to be highly important to
engineers. Engineers anecdotally cite it as a major factor for
development velocity. However, we were uncertain whether
engineers actually take advantage of this power. Do engineers
say that visibility is important because they like the idea
of being able to view code in another project, or do they
actually utilize this ability on a regular basis? Because of
this assumption, we planned our logs analysis to investigate
this further and mitigate this risk. Additionally, in our survey, we compare monolithic repos against open-source repos.
Open-source repos like GitHub are also multi-repo codebases,
but with full visibility, and so provide for a useful point of
reference beyond visibility benefits.
Finally, we expected complexity to be a theme. Prior internal surveys had shown that the size and complexity of the
codebase overwhelms engineers. However, we were not sure
how this complaint stacks up against potential benefits.

3.2
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coming to a shared agreement. In some cases, we split tags and
retagged responses to tease apart emergent themes. Finally,
we did keyword searches to verify tagged responses. We used
the 21 tags to create frequency graphs and narratives around
five emergent themes (Section 5).

3.3

For our logs analysis, we sought to understand the extent
to which engineers view and commit files outside of their
project. As a project might be defined in different ways, we
chose instead to focus at the level of a Product Area (PA).
As there are only 12 PAs at the company, any view or edits
that are to the code of a different PA are highly likely to be
outside of an engineer’s project. This provides us with a lower
bound for the amount of cross-project views and commits.
We analyzed two types of logs:
• Code browsing logs. Engineers at the company
use a web-based tool to browse code. The code browsing tool logs every time an engineer views a file.
While engineers can still browse code within their
editor, this practice is less common, as local editors
have understandable difficulty indexing and searching cross-references across a repo of this size.
• Code commit logs. This is simply the code that
was committed into the codebase by an engineer.

Survey Methodology

We randomly selected 1902 engineers who had worked at
Google for at least three months, who had committed code
to our monolithic repo in the six months prior, and who
had averaged at least five hours a week in our developer
tools. The population for this sample was 23,000 software
engineers at Google. We constructed our survey invitation
to maximize survey responses using existing best practices
from the SE research community [26]. Engineers who had
not completed their survey in the first 24 hours received
an email reminder. None of the questions were required to
complete the survey. Responses were confidential to the authors, but not anonymous. We also provided no incentives
for survey completion. Of the 1902 engineers in the sample,
869 completed the survey, yielding a response rate of 46%.
Table 1 lists the survey questions, which were presented
in three blocks. The first block was shown to all participants. It asks about the engineer’s overall satisfaction with
our monolithic codebase, their beliefs about how it impacts
velocity and quality3 , and their past experience with other
codebases. The second block of questions was only asked if the
participant indicated that they had commercial experience
with a multi-repo codebase, and the third block was only
asked if the participant indicated experience in working on
an open-source project.
The survey utilized several free-response questions to capture each participant’s points of comparison and their motivation(s) for preferences. We employed an open coding
methodology to categorize responses. Responses could receive multiple tags; the full list we used is described in [14].
We did a pass for common responses and tagged them (e.g.,
responses consisting entirely of the name of the internal code
browsing tool were tagged “visibility” and “developer tools”).
We tagged the remainder collaboratively with three authors.
We resolved disagreements by re-reading the response and

To investigate the percentage of actions (views and commits) on code outside of an engineer’s PA, we needed a
mapping from engineer to PA, and from source file to PA.
Each of the approximately 28,000 engineers4 is assigned to
one of 12 PAs for every week in our one-year study period.
To map from source file to PA, we used project metadata
files. These files specify, for each project, the code directories
they own and the PA the project belongs to. Code directories
are not uniquely owned by a PA, and some directories are
not owned by any PA. In the case that multiple projects
claim ownership, we selected the majority PA. 53% of code
directories were assigned a PA; 47% were unassigned either
due no ownership or a tie for majority ownership.
For the remaining 47% with no clear owning PA, we looked
at reviewers for commits in the directory. All code within
our company must be reviewed by an engineer who owns
that code, so reviewers give a good approximation of code
ownership. For each source code directory, we compiled the
list of reviewers who approved changes that were committed to that directory. We then looked up the PA for those
reviewers and selected the majority PA of the reviewers for
that directory. Majority PA is chosen because code often has
non-owner reviewers from other PAs (e.g., subject-matter
experts, language approvers, etc.) From this, we were able to
assign PAs to 93% of directories.
The remaining 7% are directories where the code has no
assigned project metadata and also has not been reviewed
We only considered full-time employees with job categories that signal
that software engineering is their primary task. This includes software
engineers and related job categories, but not job categories such as
managers, UI designers, or quantitative analysts.

4

The survey does not define the terms “velocity” or “code quality”,
but these are commonly used terms within Google and engineers have
developed shared meaning around them.

3

Logs analysis methodology
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Num

Text

Response type

Q1.1

Rate your satisfaction with Google’s codebase as a software engineer.

Q1.2

Please rate how important the following are to your velocity as a
developer.
• I can edit source code from almost any project at Google
• I can search almost all of Google’s source code

7 point scale, “Extremely satisfied” to “Extremely dissatisfied”
5 point scale, “Extremely important” to
“Not at all important”

Q1.3

Please rate how important the following are to your code quality as a
developer.
• I can edit source code from almost any project at Google
• I can search almost all of Google’s source code

5 point scale, “Extremely important” to
“Not at all important”

Q1.4

Tell us more about your background: Which of the following scenarios
have you experienced as a software engineer? Select all that apply, they
do not need to relate to your Google employment.

Multi-select
• Collaborating as an individual on
open-source projects
• Working at a small company with
fewer than 5 software engineers
• Working at a startup or a new
project where you started the codebase from scratch
• Working at a company with lots of
engineers, who have multiple code
repos
• Working at a company other than
Google, who has a large monolithic
codebase

Q2.1

Think back to your experience with the last multi-repo codebase you
used. Rate your satisfaction with that codebase as a software engineer.
Comparing your experience with the most recent multi-repo codebase
you used to working in Google’s codebase, which codebase did you
prefer?
Why? Describe what motivates your preference.
What are some of the benefits you found to working in a multi-repo
codebase?
What are some of the benefits you found to working in Google’s singlerepo codebase?
If you could choose to work with Google’s codebase as a monolithic
repo or in multiple smaller repos, which would you choose?

7 point scale, “Extremely satisfied” to “Extremely dissatisfied”
7 point scale, “Strongly prefer multi-repo
codebase” to “Strongly prefer Google’s
codebase ”
Free response
Free response

What is the single main reason you would choose to use Google’s
codebase (as a single repo/in multiple smaller repos)?
Comparing your experience with your most recent open-source project
to working in Google’s codebase, which codebase did you prefer?

Free response

Q2.2
Q2.3
Q2.4
Q2.5
Q2.6

Q2.7
Q3.1

Q3.2
Q3.3

Free response
Single select
• I would prefer to
Google’s codebase in
• I would prefer to
Google’s codebase
smaller repos
• No preference

work with
a single repo
work with
in multiple

Single select
• My open-source project codebase
• Google’s codebase
• Neither

What are some of the benefits you found to working in open-source Free response
codebases?
What are some of the benefits you found to working in Google’s code- Free response
base?
Table 1: Survey questions
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(and thus not modified) in over a year. We excluded these
code directories from our analysis.
To analyze the extent of views/commits that occur crossPA, we calculated the percentage of an engineer’s interactions
with files in a different PA for each week in 2016. We then
averaged each engineer’s percentage across all weeks. Finally,
we computed distribution statistics across all engineers.

79%!

17%!

26%!

33%!
19%!

17%!
5%!

I can edit source code from almost
any project at our company!

3.4

Threats to Validity

Our survey may suffer from selection bias; software engineers’
codebase preferences may impact where they work, such that
those who prefer multi-repo codebases may choose to work
at a company with such a codebase. Other companies could
rerun our survey to determine whether their workforce prefers
their respective codebase model. Our survey may also suffer
from nonresponse bias, though we acheived a good response
rate of 46%.
Our survey results may have a major confounding factor
from Google’s internal developer tools. Engineers may have
rated the monolithic codebase highly when, in fact, it was the
developer tools that they had a strong preference for. Indeed,
the developer tools did come up as a major benefit, though
certainly not the only one. To mitigate this confound, Q2.6
and Q2.7 ask about whether particpants had a preference for
Google’s codebase in a monolithic repo or a (hypothetical)
multi-repo codebase where tooling could be considered to
be equal. This appears to be a successful mitigation; fewer
respondents cited developer tools in these questions compared
to Q2.2 and Q2.3.
Our survey results may also suffer from priming. In particular, Q1.2 and Q1.3 ask the participant to think about the
relationship between their ability to see and edit the entire
codebase with velocity and code quality. It is likely that
this primed participants later to think about the visibility
of a codebase, velocity, and code quality when considering
potential benefits to different types of code repos.
We used an open-coding methodology to classify developer
survey responses into thematic areas. This process is inherently subjective. We used a collaborative open-coding process
with three coders to ensure no single coder had unmitigated
influence over the coding. We do not claim this to be a
complete or singular way of coding this data.
The primary threat to validity for the quantitative logs
analysis is the heuristic for assigning source code to a PA.
53% of the code directories were mapped to a PA using
metadata files. These metadata files may be inaccurate if a
project moves from one PA to another PA, though this is
rare. If this happens, we would have swapped whether the
project was within an engineer’s PA or outside of it. We also
could not calculate a PA for the 7% of directories which had
no metadata file and no commits in the last year. However,
it is likely that these are dead projects. Finally, we assign
only a single PA to each directory. 3.9% of directories are
claimed by multiple PAs. 13.6% of users had at least one
interaction matching a file’s minority PA (a potential false

Extremely important!

Very important!

3%!

1%!

0%!

I can search across our company's
source code!

Moderately important!

Slightly important!

Not at all important!

Figure 1: Impact on velocity. (Q1.2)

67%!

30%!
12%!

17%!

25%!

I can edit source code from almost
any project at our company!
Extremely important!

22%!

16%!

Very important!

8%!

2%!

0%!

I can search across our company's
source code!

Moderately important!

Slightly important!

Not at all important!

Figure 2: Impact on code quality. (Q1.3)

positive). However, the impact was small; only 6 engineers
had 1% or more of their interactions affected.

4

RESULTS

Of the 869 engineers who completed the survey:
• 455 (52%) had prior experience where they started
a codebase from scratch.
• 379 (44%) had prior experience in a corporate multirepo codebase.
• 337 (39%) had prior experience using open-source
codebases.
• 321 (37%) had prior experience working at a company
with fewer than 5 software engineers.
• 205 (24%) had prior experience using a monolithic
codebase at a different company.
Survey questions Q1.2 and Q1.3 asked all 869 engineers to
evaluate how their ability to search/edit code impacted their
velocity and code quality. Figures 1 and 2 show the results for
these questions. Participants overwhelmingly reported that
the ability to search code is important to both velocity and
code quality. Participants had mixed opinions on whether
the ability to edit code across the codebase is important to
velocity and code quality.
The logs analysis confirmed that engineers regularly view
code outside of their PA. The first two rows of Table 2 show
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Interaction
Code view
Code commit
Code view

1st%
1%
0%
0%

5th%
3%
0%
2%

10th%
6%
0%
3%

20th%
11%
0%
6%

Median
28%
5%
18%

80th%
54%
32%
44%

90th%
69%
60%
61%

95th%
82%
79%
75%

99th%
94%
100%
92%

Code commit
Code view

0%
1%

0%
2%

0%
3%

0%
6%

3%
17%

26%
41%

54%
57%

74%
71%

100%
89%

Code commit

0%

0%

0%

0%

4%

25%

51%

70%

92%

Exclusions
None
Common files
Common files and low
activity engineers

Table 2: Percentage of cross-PA interactions for engineers.

57%

the percentage of cross-PA interactions for engineers. For
example:
• The median code view value of 28% indicates that for
50% of engineers, over 28% of file views are outside
of the author’s PA.
• The 90th percentile code commit value of 60% means
that for 10% of engineers, over 60% of their commits
are outside of their PA.
As engineers at our company, we were surprised by how
much cross-PA activity actually occurs in practice. We hypothesized that many of the code views may be coming from
engineers viewing the APIs of common libraries, including
core libraries like collections, distributed databases, and distributed computing frameworks [5, 6, 11]. To account for this,
we compiled a set of files to be excluded from analysis due
to their common nature:
• A hand-curated list of 26 very common directory
prefixes (including projects like Guava [11])
• All directories that had more than 10,000 cross-PA
code views in 2016. This constitutes 63,500 source
code directories out of 1,817,000 (3.5%).
• All build configuration files, as these may be looked
at to see what code is available for reuse.
• All interface files for service-level APIs [22].
The second two rows of Table 2 exclude the files described
above from the analysis. Despite these exclusions, there is
only a minor change in the distributions. This signals that
most of the cross-PA views are not for common libraries.
We also examined the people who only commited code
outside of their PA. Most of these came from engineers who
had not contributed much code at all. The last two rows
of Table 2 exclude both common files and engineers who
authored fewer than 20 commits in 2016.5 This had the effect
of removing outliers at both ends of the distribution.

Why 20? We examined the number of commits for our 1902 surveyed
engineers, all of whom had averaged at least 5 hours a week working
within our developer tools and had submitted code in the prior 6
months. We found that all but 4 of the 1902 surveyed engineers had
more than 20 CLs.
5

26%

24%
17%
9%
2% 3% 1% 1%

Satisfaction with our monolithic
codebase
Extremely satisfied
Slightly dissatisfied

Moderately satisfied
Moderately dissatisfied

11% 13% 11%

14%

5%
Satisfaction with previous multi
repo codebase
Slightly satisfied
Extremely dissatisfied

Neutral

Figure 3: Relative satisfaction ratings of engineers
with commercial multi-repo experience. (Q1.1 and
Q2.1)

4.1

Participants with corporate
multi-repo codebase experience

379 of the 869 participants reported experience working at
a company that used multiple repos. Q2.1 asked these participants to rate their satisfaction with the latest such codebase, and Q1.1 asked participants for their satisfaction with
Google’s codebase. Figure 3 compares the satisfaction rates
for these 379 participants on these two questions. While satisfaction with Google’s codebase is high overall, satisfaction
with multi-repo codebases is mixed.
The survey also explicitly asked these 379 participants
which codebase they prefer (Q2.2) and why (Q2.3). 326 particpants preferred Google’s codebase, 22 prefered their most
recent monolithic codebase, and 31 had no preference. The
authors open-coded the responses for the 232 participants
who provided a reason for their preference, which resulted in
544 codes (some responses received multiple codes). Figure
4 shows the counts of reasons for their preference, split by
which repo they preferred. The list of codes is in [14], and
relevant codes are discussed further in Section 5. The top
reasons for preferring Google’s codebase centered around
code reuse, including the ability to see all the code and
the ease of dependency management. Since there were only
22 participants who preferred their most recent multi-repo
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98!

-1!
Visibility of codebase!
-2!
Code Reuse!
-2!
Reduced cognitive load!
-2!
Dependency Mgmt!
-1!
Available Dev Tools!
Easy Updates!
Usage Examples!
Velocity! -11!
-2!
Quality!
-2!
Community/Collaboration!
Consistent Style!
-6!
Stability!

53!
52!
50!
49!
38!
29!
39!
21!
20!
15!
9!

Previous Multi Repo Codebase!

Our monolithic codebase!

Figure 4: Reasons for preferring Google’s monolithic
repo or most recent multi-repo codebase, as stated
by participants with commercial multi-repo experience. (Q2.2 and Q2.3)

Visibility of Codebase!
Easy Updates!
Code Reuse!
Usage Examples!
Available Dev Tools!
Velocity!
Dependency Mgmt!
Quality!
Testing!
Community!
Consistent Style!
Build process!
None/Very Little!

104!
75!
54!
54!
50!
48!
39!
27!
19!
18!
15!
13!
2!
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Stable dependencies!
None/Very Little!
Build Time!
Dependency Mgmt!
Velocity!
Small size!
Quality!
Freedom/Flexibility!
Reduced cognitive load!
Available Dev Tools!
Privacy!
Branches!

60!
50!
23!
20!
19!
17!
14!
12!
11!
10!
10!
7!

Figure 6: Benefits to multi-repo codebases, according to participants with commercial multi-repo experience. (Q2.5)

-6!
Velocity!
-2!
Dependency mgmt!
Visibility of Codebase!
Code Reuse!
Quality!
Collaboration!
Usage Examples!
-1!
Reduced cognitive load!
-2!
Available Dev Tools!
Works great as is!
Easy updates!
-2!
Branches!
-4!
Build time!
Stable Dependencies! -12!
Hypothetical multiple repos!

Figure 5: Benefits to Google’s monolithic repo, according to participants with commercial multi-repo
experience. (Q2.4

experience, it is hard to infer many patterns. The primary
reason provided was velocity; interestingly, this was also a
common reason for preferring the monolithic repo.
Regardless of their preferred codebase, all 379 participants
were asked to provide benefits to working in both Google’s
codebase (Q2.4) and their prior multi-repo codebase (Q2.5).
238 participants provided 579 benefits to using Google’s
codebase (Figure 5), and 227 participants provided 298 benefits to using their past multi-repo codebase (Figure 6). If a
participant explicitly provided no benefit (by either stating
this outright, using profane language, or providing obviously
sarcastic remarks), we coded it as “None/Very little”.
The 379 participants with experience using a corporate
multi-repo codebase were also asked whether they would
prefer to work in Google’s codebase using either the current
monolothic repo or a multi-repo system (Q2.6) and why
(Q2.7). 294 participants chose the current monolithic system,
26 would prefer it to be a multi-repo system, and 52 had
no preference. 234 participants provided a reason for their
choice which resulted in 325 codes, as shown in Figure 7. The

59!
45!
42!
30!
19!
17!
15!
15!
12!
9!
9!

Current monolithic repo!

Figure 7: Reasons for preferring Google’s codebase
either as a monolithic repo or as a hypothetical
multi-repo codebase, as stated by engineers with
multi-repo experience. (Q2.6 and Q2.7)

primary reasons for preferring a multi-repo codebase were
for stability of dependencies and velocity. Velocity was also
the primary reason for preferring the monolithic repo, and
was followed by ease of depedency management and codebase
visibility. Despite attempting to control for the developer
tools, we did still see some participants cite developer tools
as a reason to prefer one over the other. These participants
emphasized the uniformity and consistency of the tools as
important to their velocity and cognitive load. Engineers
cited build time as a reason they would prefer our company’s
codebase in a multi-repo system, which is consistent with
build times being a benefit to open-source and multi-repo
systems. Build speed can be slow within a large monolithic
repo because building a project requires building its dependencies. If the dependencies are versioned and available as
binaries, as is the case for most multi-repo systems, build
speeds improve significantly.
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Available Developer Tools!
Visibility of codebase!
Quality!
Code reuse!
Build process!
Velocity!
Testing!
Easy Updates!
Consistent Style!
Dependencies mgmt!
Community/Collaboration!
Usage examples!
None/Very Little!

87!
63!
33!
26!
25!
18!
14!
13!
12!
10!
9!
9!
1!

Figure 8: Benefits to Google’s monolithic repo, according to participants with open-source experience.
(Q3.2)

4.2

Participants with open-source
experience

337 of the participants had experience with open-source repos.
These repos are of particular interest to us because they, like
the monolithic repo, allow for full visiblity into the codebase.
We first asked participants whether they preferred the codebase of their most recent open-source codebase, or Google’s
codebase (Q3.1). 192 participants preferred Google’s codebase, 33 preferred their most recent open-source codebase,
and 40 had no preference.6
Regardless of their preference, these 337 participants were
asked to describe the relative benefits of each (Q3.2 and Q3.3).
149 participants provided 379 benefits for using Google’s codebase (Figure 8) and 129 participants provided 181 benefits
for using open-source codebases (Figure 9). As expected,
the visibility of the codebase took a lesser role, though we
were surprised that it still came up as a benefit for Google’s
codebase in this comparison. We notice that code reuse, easy
updates, and usage examples all appeared within the stated
benefits for monolithic repos over open-source repos. We
hypothesize that either the open-source codebases are not
large enough to make these benefits apparent, or that the
tooling is not sufficient to support these benefits. Developer
tools was the primary benefit for both, indicating perhaps
that either both provide excellent tooling or that engineers
are strongly split about tools. The second-most cited benefit
for the open-source repo was being a member of the larger
community. Participants enjoyed giving back to others and
having their work visible to other people.

5

DISCUSSION

The results in this study highlight five themes about the
advantages and disadvantages of a monolithic repo when
compared to multi-repo codebases.
This question is flawed in that it assumes these cannot be the same
thing. Several open-source projects at Google develop code in the
monolithic repo and then export to open-source repos.
6
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Available Developer Tools!
Community/Collaboration!
Reduced cognitive load!
Velocity!
Freedom/Flexibility!
Smaller size!
External Standards!
Branches!
Quality!
None/Very Little!
Build process!
Stable dependencies!

28!
24!
23!
19!
18!
14!
9!
8!
8!
7!
7!
7!

Figure 9: Benefits of open-source codebases, according to participants with open-source experience.
(Q3.3)

The visibility of a monolithic repo is highly impactful. Engineers report that the ability to easily search code has a
large positive impact on both velocity and code quality. Our
quantitative logs analysis confirms that engineers do view
code from across the organization. The logs analysis also
showed that these views are not limited to common libraries;
the most common libraries made up only 3.5% of the crossorganization page views for 50% of engineers.
Visibility was the top benefit of Google’s monolithic repo
for engineers with prior experience using multi-repo codebases (Figure 5). Furthermore, it was also the primary driver
behind the next three benefits, each of which are enabled
through a visible codebase: looking up the documentation and
implementations of APIs (coded as Code Reuse), searching
for examples of how to use APIs (coded as Usage Examples),
and migrating clients of an API to the latest version (coded
as Easy Updates).
The visibility of the monolithic repo also enables engineers
to edit code across the organization, although this happens
less frequently and is rated as less important to velocity and
quality than searching for code. This is primarily important
for the use case of migrating clients of an API, a task which
is undertaken only by the owners of an API.
Visibility also came up in the context of velocity. While
engineers cited velocity as a benefit of both the monolithic
codebase and their prior multi-repo codebase, it was cited for
different reasons. When providing benefits for the monolithic
repo, engineers tied velocity back to visiblity and finding
example code for APIs. When providing benefits for multirepo codebases, engineers tied velocity back to smaller code
sizes, build speed, and not being limited in their tool choice.
Developer tools may be as important as the type of repo.
Engineers commonly cited developer tools as a benefit to
both our monolithic repo and to open-source repos. Two
internal tools were frequently called out by name; our code
browsing tool had 42 mentions in reponses to Q3.2, and the
code reviewing tool had 14. Likewise, Git was mentioned 16
times by name in the responses to Q3.3. This signals that
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Figure 10: Diamond dependences occur when a
project has two dependencies which depend on the
same underlying library. When a developer upgrades
a dependency, they run the risk of breaking a diamond in the dependency graph.
engineers tend to be very tied to their preferred tools. It
also highlights a recognized tradeoff of Google’s monolithic
codebase: we have developed specific tools to maintain our
monolithic repo, but in doing so have lost the ability to use
industry-standard tools that engineers are familiar with.
Developer tools also appear to play a significant role when
comparing commercial multi-repo codebases. In the results
for Q2.1, we saw that 88% of engineers preferred Google’s
monolithic repo over their past multi-repo setup, and developer tools was highlighted as one benefit of Google’s codebase.
In the results for Q2.6, we held the tooling the same, and the
preference for the monolithic repo went down to 79%. While
visibilty is extremely important, there are some engineers
who have strong preferences for their development tools.
There is a tension between consistent style and tool use
with freedom and flexibility of the toolchain. One of the provided benefits of the monolithic repo is a consistent style;
many engineers also associated this with higher-quality code.
Likewise, engineers reported that having shared tooling increased their velocity. However, the benefits for open-source
projects included the freedom and flexibility to select their
own tools, styles, and programming languages. Engineers felt
empowered to decide based on the best fit their project.
There is a tension between having all dependencies at the
latest version and having versioned dependencies. Two of the
primary benefits cited for a monolithic repo were the ease
of dependency management (coded as Dependency Mgmt)
and the ease of updating dependent code (coded as Easy
Updates). Google engineers stated how much they loved not
having to deal with the diamond dependency problem [9]
(see Figure 10), and they praised the ability to receive code
updates as their dependencies migrated. These two benefits
were found by engineers with either multi-repo experience
(Figure 5) or open-source experience (Figure 8), though it
was more frequently called out by engineers with multi-repo
experience. Both of these benefits are enabled by building all
code off the latest version of their dependencies.
This aspect of the monolithic model was also cited as a
disadvantage. Engineers felt the effects of the code churning
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underneath them, and they were frustrated if their dependencies broke. The primary cited benefit of the multi-repo
codebase is having a set of dependencies that do not change
until the project owner choses (Figure 6, coded as Stable
Dependencies). This ensures that project owners update to a
stable version of their dependency that works well with their
other dependencies. Dependency mangement also came up as
benefit for a multi-repo codebase, but in a different context
than for monolithic repos: engineers who cited this wanted
to limit their dependencies and control when they created
versions of their own libraries for others to use.
A small minority of engineers believed that the difficulty
of dependency management with versioned dependencies led
to improved code quality through two good practices. First,
they believed that if the process is onerous, engineers would
not add dependencies unless absolutely necessary. Using a
smaller set of dependencies has numerous benefits such as
improving build speeds and reducing binary sizes. Second,
they believed that difficulty in updating dependencies would
force engineers to write higher quality APIs, as there would be
no second chance. As soon as the API was released, someone
would depend on it, and one would not be able to fix it later.
Reducing cognitive load is important, but there are many
ways to achieve this. Reducing cognitive load on the engineer
also emerged as a theme in both monolithic and multi-repos.
Reduction of cognitive load was cited as a reason for preferring Google’s codebase over multi-repo codebases (Figure
5 and Figure 8), yet it was also cited as benefit of both
commercial multi-repo and open-source codebases (Figure
6 and Figure 9). The difference was in how engineers believe this could be achieved. For multi-repo and open-source
codebases, engineers noted that the source of the reduced
cognitive load was a smaller codebase size (coded as Small
size), and that this resulted in other benefits as well, like
improved build times and faster development velocity. For
Google’s monolithic repo, reduced cognitive load came up in
the context of visibility and developer tools. Engineers found
that having access to both APIs and example code made it
easier to understand their own code.

6

RELATED WORK

Monolithic repos are a relatively new trend within industry [10, 21], and there has been little opportunity to study
them in practice. A study at Google [25] examined how
developers use code search in Google’s monolithic codebase.
The study found that code search is a key component in development workflows; engineers used the ability to search the
entire codebase to understand how to use an API, understand
what an implementation is doing, or to debug failures. Our
work reinforces this finding, as engineers in our survey and
observational datasets reported and were repeatedly observed
using our monolithic repo for code search.
Version control has been a focus of toolbuilders since the
release of Source Code Control System in 1972 [19, 20, 24, 27].
While most early version control systems were based on
central per-project repos, we are unaware of instances of
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monolithic repos during the early history of version control
systems. The rise of distributed version control has provoked
some research into the differential impact of centralized and
distributed version control on development [3, 7]. This is an orthogonal question to monolithic vs. multi-repo models; either
centralized or distributed version control systems can host
monolithic repos (although most distributed version control
systems have faced scalability problems until recently [10, 12]).
The rise of distributed version control has provoked a number
of development models based on branches within distributed
repos; the research community has studied branching models
intended to facilitate development velocity [1, 2]. Distributed
repos necessitate merging between these repos or branches;
researchers have contributed tools to make developers aware
of the merged state of multiple development repos [4], as well
as developing novel merge algorithms [13].
Desouza [8] discusses how dependency management occurs
through communication channels, for example, when and
how engineers notify dependent components that a change
is imminent. Monolithic repos make a significant portion of
this communication unnecessary, as changes to dependencies
can be simultaneous with an update to clients, and all clients
are contained in the repo. In a multi-repo system, there is no
canonical source of truth that enumerates all of a component’s
reverse dependencies.
Github and other open-source codebases do have many
similarities to a monolithic repo, and these open-source codebases and communities have been well-studied [15, 16, 23, 28].
There are two significant differences between them and a
monolithic codebase: there is not a shared set of developer
tools, and the dependencies are not kept up to date at a
single repo head. In some languages, such as Go, Rust, and
Node, some developer tools and dependency management
systems are standardized, but as they still presume specific
versions, the diamond dependency problem remains.

7

CONCLUSION

Like virtually all choices in computing, the choice of whether
to use a monolithic or multi-repo model is a comparison of
tradeoffs. Monolithic repos may seem inflexible to engineers
accustomed to having more autonomy over the tools and
dependencies they use in their projects. However, the standardization of toolchains and dependencies found in monolithic repos eliminates whole classes of versioning problems,
encourages consistent and high-quality code, and empowers
engineers to study and learn from the institutional knowledge
of their company, crystallized in the form of source code.
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